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Figure 1.a First reconciliation workflow
Figure 1.b Second reconciliation workflow

- Havana participants: List of participating artists to the Havana biennial (extracted from Cultural Maps, Networks and Flow: The History and Impact of the Havana Biennial 1984 to the present (Rides Stelo, 2009), ~2670 artists representing 129 nationalities)

- Artfacts' subset: Artists that went to the Havana biennial AND (participated to Documents OR Venice biennial), 555 artists

- Artfacts: Artists' CVs and biographical information, 629185 artists, 812830 exhibitions (1842 biennials), 44979 institutions

- ULAN: Getty's Union List of Artist Names

- Step 1: Create relevant subset of Artfacts
- Step 2: Automatic data reconciliation
- Step 3: Reconciliation

- Final dataset: 216 artists, 150 reconciled with ULAN, 14069 exhibitions, 4005 institutions, 195 artists participated to the Venice Biennial, 43 artists participated to the Documenta
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